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Abstract
For general quadrilateral or hexahedral meshes, the ﬁnite-element methods require evaluation of integrals of rational functions,
instead of traditional polynomials. It remains as a challenge in mathematics to show the traditional Gauss quadratures would ensure
the correct order of approximation for the numerical integration in general. However, in the case of nested reﬁnement, the reﬁned
quadrilaterals and hexahedra converge to parallelograms and parallelepipeds, respectively. Based on this observation, the rational
functions of inverse Jacobians can be approximated by the Taylor expansion with truncation. Then the Gauss quadrature of exact
order can be adopted for the resulting integrals of polynomials, retaining the optimal order approximation of the ﬁnite-element
methods. A theoretic justiﬁcation and some numerical veriﬁcation are provided in the paper.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Instead of integrals of polynomials in the traditional triangular or tetrahedral ﬁnite-element method, we need to
evaluate integrals of rational functions in the quadrilateral or hexahedral element method. This is because, for non-
parallelogramor non-parallelepiped elements, the referencemappings are bilinear or trilinear functions and the resulting
inverse Jacobian determinants and inverse Jacobian matrices would be no longer constants. They are rational functions.
Although it is a common practice in engineering that Gauss quadratures are applied to the numerical integration of
rational functions arising fromquadrilateral or hexahedral ﬁnite elements, there is no generalmathematical theory. Large
errors would be encountered in practice due to the use of usual quadrature rules (for polynomials), cf. [6,8,9]. So far,
for some (low order and in 2D, mostly) ﬁnite elements, special quadrature rules or even exact rules were proposed and
analyzed (cf. [4,13,16,17,19,21,24]). For speciﬁc ﬁnite elements, one may obtain speciﬁc error bounds with explicit
dependence on the shape regularity of grids, for a quadrature rule. In general, three methods are commonly used.
The method of (product) high-order Gauss quadratures (cf. [22,14]), or Newton–Cotes formulas (cf. [5,25]), applied
directly to integrals of rational functions, may not guarantee the required order of accuracy for the numerical integration.
For example, someGauss quadratures are listed in [5] for commonly used low-order quadrilateral elements. Themethod
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of adaptive, Romberg-type integrals (cf. [5,15,23]) is costly, as a low-order quadrature rule would be repeatedly
used for a same integral. Furthermore, such extrapolated results lack mathematical justiﬁcation in order to retain
the order of convergence of the ﬁnite-element solution. The same difﬁculty is encountered in the method of Gauss
quadratures. Finally, the method of Gauss quadratures for integrals with rational weights [12,17,21] is costly, and not
practical currently for general grids, as the quadrature rules differ on each element, except for some special cases
[18,20].
In the case of nested reﬁnement, the high-level, reﬁned quadrilaterals and hexahedra converge to parallelograms
and parallelepipeds rapidly (cf. [1,26,27]). Based on this observation, it is proposed (cf. [1–3,26]) and shown that the
rational functions of inverse Jacobian matrices and Jacobian determinants can be replaced by constants for bilinear or
trilinear elements, while retaining the optimal order of convergence. In this paper, we extend the idea in [26] to higher
order quadrilateral and hexahedral elements. The rational functions of Jacobians are approximated by their Taylor
expansions with truncations of a certain order, depending on the ﬁnite-element order. Then the Gauss quadrature of
exact order can be adopted for the resulting integrals of polynomials on the reference square or cube, retaining the
optimal order approximation of ﬁnite elements. For quadrature rules on squares and n-cubes, further, on n-spheres,
n-spaces, n-simplex, and even with certain weight functions, we refer readers to [10] and references therein. In the
ﬁnite-element computation, we usually use the Gauss product formula for multiple integrals, which may not be optimal
in the sense that less quadrature points might achieve the same order of accuracy (cf. [11]). The theoretic justiﬁcation
and numerical veriﬁcation of the proposed Taylor truncation method are provided in this paper. The method of Taylor
expansion of rational functions is used in numerical calculation of surface integrals previously [5,15,23].
We should remark that the proposed method here, approximating inverse Jacobians and Jacobian matrices by the
ﬁrst few terms of their Taylor polynomials, may not be necessary mathematically, neither is efﬁcient in computation. It
is much easier to evaluate rational functions than their Taylor polynomials. But we do not have a theory to ensure the
order of accuracy of the numerical integration for the former method yet.
2. Nested reﬁnement
In this section, we consider the nested reﬁnement of general quadrilaterals and hexahedra (see Fig. 1). Speciﬁcally,
we use only middle points to subdivide a quadrilateral element into four half-sized elements, or a hexahedral element
into eight subelements.
Fig. 1. The standard nested reﬁnement of a hexahedron or a quadrilateral.
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Fig. 2. The reference square and a general quadrilateral.
Fig. 3. The reference cube and a general hexahedron (non-ﬂat surfaces).
We note that a quadrilateral and hexahedral element K is deﬁned by its four or eight vertices, {vi}, via the Q1
referencing mapping which maps the reference square or cube (shown in Figs. 2 and 3): Kˆ = [−1, 1]n, n = 2, 3,
to K by
F(xˆ1, . . . , xˆn) =
2n∑
i=1
vibi(xˆ1, . . . , xˆn), n = 2, 3, (1)
where {bi} are nodal basis functions:
bi(xˆ1, xˆ2) = (1 ± xˆ1)(1 ± xˆ2)/4, n = 2, (2)
bi(xˆ1, xˆ2, xˆ3) = (1 ± xˆ1)(1 ± xˆ2)(1 ± xˆ3)/8, n = 3. (3)
In the nested reﬁnement, the shapes of subelements would become more regular, closer to parallelograms or par-
allelepipeds. To see this, we deﬁne a measure s(K) for non-parallelism of quadrilaterals and hexahedra. The s(K) is
simply the distance between the middle points of two diagonals of a quadrilateral in 2D (see Fig. 2), or the maximum
of all the six face s(K [j ]).
Deﬁnition 2.1. The irregularity of K is deﬁned as, letting ‖ · ‖2 denote l2 vector norm,
s(K) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
∥∥∥∥v1 + v32 − v2 + v42
∥∥∥∥
2
for 2D K (see Fig. 2),
max
1 i6
s(K [i]) for 3D K, where K [i] are faces of K (see Fig. 3).
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Proposition 2.1 (Zhang [26]). s(K) = 0 if and only if K is a parallelogram in 2D, or a parallelepiped in 3D.
One step of the nested reﬁnement of the reference element Kˆ in 2D or 3D is done by subdividing it into four or eight
subelements with the coordinate axes or planes, respectively, i.e.,
Kˆ = (I1 × I1) ∪ (I2 × I1) ∪ (I2 × I2) ∪ (I1 × I2) in 2D,
Kˆ = (I1 × I1 × I1) ∪ (I2 × I1 × I1)
∪ (I2 × I2 × I1) ∪ (I1 × I2 × I1) ∪ (I1 × I1 × I2)
∪ (I2 × I1 × I2) ∪ (I2 × I2 × I2) ∪ (I1 × I2 × I2) in 3D,
where I1 = [−1, 0] and I2 = [0, 1]. The reﬁnement of a general K is deﬁned below.We refer to [26] for the correctness
of the deﬁnition in producing a nested reﬁnement of grids on a given domain.
Deﬁnition 2.2. One step of the nested reﬁnement ofKwith an associated reference mapping F is deﬁned by the images
of vertices of subelements of Kˆ under the mapping F.
We can recursively apply Deﬁnition 2.2 to each of the new subelements, to deﬁne elements of higher levels. The
level k nested reﬁnement of K consists 2n(k−1) subelements of K, Ki,k . Here K = K1,k . The subelements converge to
parallelograms or parallelepipeds rapidly as stated in the following theorem. It says that after one level of reﬁnement,
the size of subelements are about 12 of the original size, but the irregularity of each subelement is
1
4 , or less, of that of
the original element.
Theorem 2.1 (cf. Zhang [26]). Let Ks be one of the four or eight subelements nestedly reﬁned from K.
s(Ks)
s(K)
22
. (4)
We next deﬁne the ﬁnite-element approximation subspaces. Instead of using the grid size h as the parameter for the
ﬁnite-element space, we use the space level k as the index, as in the multigrid method. LetT1 = {K}K∈T1 be a given
initial quadrilateral or hexahedral grid as usual, that is,
∪ K = , K0 ∩ K ′0 = ∅ ∀K ′(
= K) ∈T1,
K ∩ K ′ = a common face or an edge or a vertex of both K and K ′, or the empty set. (5)
The nested reﬁnement deﬁnes grids
Tk = {Ki,k}K∈T1,i=1,2,...,2n(k−1) , k = 1, 2, . . . . (6)
The ﬁnite-element spaces in 2D or 3D (n=2 or 3) are continuous (rational) functions deﬁned by piecewise referencing
mappings of polynomials of total degrees m or less:
Vk =
⎧⎨
⎩u ∈ C() |u|K = uˆ ◦ F−1(x1, x2, xn), uˆ =
∑
i1+i2+inm
ui1i2in xˆ
i1
1 xˆ
i2
2 xˆ
in
n
⎫⎬
⎭ . (7)
3. Taylor expansion of Jacobians
We will apply Theorem 2.1 to estimate the Taylor expansion of Jacobians of the referencing mappings under the
nested reﬁnement. According to the degree of polynomials used in the ﬁnite-element method, different truncations will
be applied to the Jacobian matrices and Jacobian determinants, so that the correct order of accuracy of a quadrature
rule can be achieved to ensure the optimal rate of convergence of the ﬁnite element.
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We consider the 2D case ﬁrst and then the 3D case in this section. Given four vertices of a strictly convex quadrilateral
K in 2D, the reference mapping (1) is a Q1 function:
F(xˆ1, xˆ2) =
4∑
i=1
vibi(xˆ1, xˆ2) = a00 + a10xˆ1 + a01xˆ2 + a11xˆ1xˆ2. (8)
The coefﬁcients (vectors) are{
a00 = (v1 + v3 + v2 + v4)/4, a10 = (v12 + v43)/4,
a01 = (v14 + v23)/4, a11 = (−v12 + v43)/4,
(9)
where
vij = vj − vi . (10)
We note that (cf. [26]), for l2 vector norm,
‖a11‖2 = s(K)2 . (11)
On one element K ∈Tk , a ﬁnite-element function in Vk , deﬁned by (7), has the following form:
u|K(x1, x2) = uˆ ◦ F−1(x1, x2) =
(m+1)2∑
j=1
uˆ(vˆ
(m)
j )b
(m)
j (F
−1(x1, x2)).
Here b(m)j are nodal basis functions ofQm polynomial on the reference element Kˆ , and vˆ
(m)
j the uniform tensor-product
nodes. In particular, b(1)j = bj are listed in (2). For the partial derivatives on an element K, we have (n = 2 here)
b(m)j (F
−1(x1, x2))
xi
=
n∑
l=1
bˆ(m)j
xˆl
xˆl
xi
.
Since F−1(F (xˆ1, xˆ2)) = (xˆ1, xˆ2) on Kˆ , i.e.,
n∑
l=1
xˆi
xl
(F (xˆ1, xˆ2))
xl
xˆj
(xˆ1, xˆ2) = ij , 1 i, jn,
we have the following relation for the Jacobian matrices:(
xˆi
xl
)
n×n
=
(
xl
xˆj
)−1
n×n
=
(
F
xˆ
)−1
n×n
. (12)
Here for simplicity xˆ stands for (xˆ1, xˆ2), or for (xˆ1, xˆ2, xˆ3) later. We write the Jacobians in terms of the coefﬁcients of
(9) and (8) as follows:
SK =
(
xl
xˆj
)
2×2
= (a10 + a11xˆ2 a01 + a11xˆ1), (13)
JK = det SK = det(s1 s2) + det(s1 s4) + det(s3 s2) + det(s3 s4)
= dK,0 + dK,1, (14)
where
s1 = a10, s2 = a01, s3 = a11xˆ2, s4 = a11xˆ1
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and
dK,0 = det(s1 s2), dK,1 = det(s1 s4) + det(s3 s2). (15)
We note that det(s3 s4) = 0, as its two column vectors are linearly dependent. Therefore, the inverse Jacobian matrix,
which is needed in quadrature rules in computing bilinear forms of the ﬁnite-element method, is a rational function
where both numerators and denominators are Q1 functions in 2D.
We deﬁne the inverse matrix of SK by
TK = S−1K =
(
xˆi
xl
)
2×2
= MK
JK
, (16)
where MK is the transpose of the adjoint matrix of SK ,
MK = adj(SK)T = adj(s1 + s3 s2 + s4)T, (17)
MK,0 = adj(s1 s2)T, (18)
MK,1 = adj(s3 s4)T. (19)
We denote the determinant of the inverse Jacobian matrix by J˜K ,
J˜K = det(Tk) = det
(
xˆi
xl
)
= 1
JK
. (20)
It is shown in [3,26] that we can drop the non-constant terms in both MK and J˜K , i.e., in both the numerator and the
denominator of (16). In particular,
J˜K = 1
d1001 + d1011xˆ1 + d1101xˆ2 
1
d1001
!
But for higher order Qm ﬁnite elements, we have to use some high-order approximation. This extends our earlier work
in [26]. The extension is listed as a deﬁnition next.
Deﬁnition 3.1. LetK be a general quadrilateral in 2D,F the referencemapping (deﬁned in (8)), TK the inverse Jacobian
matrix (F−1/x) (deﬁned in (16)), JK the Jacobian det(F/xˆ) (deﬁned in (14)), MK = JKTK (deﬁned in (17)), and
J˜K = J−1K (deﬁned in (20)). The Taylor truncations are deﬁned as follows:
M
(m)
K =
{
MK,0 if m = 1,
MK,0 + MK,1 if m2,
(21)
J
(m)
K =
{
dK,0 if m = 1,
dK,0(1 + c1) if m2,
(22)
J˜
(m)
K =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
d−1K,0 if m = 1,
d−1K,0(1 − c1) if m = 2,
d−1K,0
k−1∑
i=0
(−1)ici1 if mk,
(23)
where c1 = dK,1/dK,0.
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Lemma 3.1. Let K be a general quadrilateral andKs the subquadrilateral of K having v1 as a vertex (see Figs. 2 and 1).
The following relations hold:
1
4
min
1 i4
JK(vi)dKs,0
1
4
max
1 i4
JK(vi), (24)
dKs,1 18 (| det(s1 s4)| + | det(s3 s2)|), (25)
‖MKs,0‖ 12 max{‖adj(v12 v14)T‖, ‖adj(v12 v23)T‖, ‖adj(v43 v14)T‖, ‖adj(v43 v23)T‖}, (26)
MKs,1 = 14MK,1, (27)
where ‖·‖ denotes the l2 matrix norm, and variables with and without subscriptKs are deﬁned for the subquadrilateral
Ks or for K.
Proof. The four vertices of Ks are (see Figs. 2 and 1)
v1,Ks = v1, v2,Ks =
v1 + v2
2
, v3,Ks =
v1 + v2 + v3 + v4
4
, v4,Ks =
v1 + v4
2
. (28)
Therefore, we can compare the coefﬁcients of the two reference mappings:
a10 = v12 + v434 , a01 =
v14 + v23
4
, a11 = v43 − v124 ,
a10,Ks =
3v12 + v43
16
, a01,Ks =
3v14 + v23
16
, a11,Ks =
v43 − v12
16
= a11
4
.
Relations (24)–(27) would be veriﬁed immediately. 
Corollary 3.1. LetTk = {Ki,k}K∈T1,i=1,2,...,2n(k−1) be the kth level nested reﬁnement of an initial quadrilateral grid
T1. Then
C0
2n(k−1)
dKi,k,0
C1
2n(k−1)
,
dKs,1
C1
2n(k−1)2j (k−1)
, j = 0, 1,
‖MKs,j‖
C1
2(n−1)(k−1)2j (k−1)
, j = 0, 1,
where C0 and C1 are positive constants depending onT1 only.
Next, for 3D elements, given eight vertices {vi} we deﬁne an 8-vertex element by the following 3D Q1 mapping,
where the Q1 basis functions are deﬁned in (3),
F(xˆ1, xˆ2, xˆ3) =
8∑
i=1
vibi(xˆ1, xˆ2, xˆ3)
= a000 + a100xˆ1 + a010xˆ2 + a001xˆ3 + a110xˆ1xˆ2 + a101xˆ1xˆ3 + a011xˆ2xˆ3 + a111xˆ1xˆ2xˆ3, (29)
where ajkl are constants deﬁned by the coordinates of the eight vertices of the element. We note that the high-order
coefﬁcients in (29) are related to the distances of two midpoints of each pair of diagonals of face quadrilaterals, used
in the deﬁnition of element irregularity in Deﬁnition 2.1:
a110 = (v5 + v7 − v6 − v8)/8 + (v1 + v3 − v2 − v4)/8 (top and bottom faces),
a101 = (v4 + v7 − v3 − v8)/8 + (v1 + v6 − v2 − v5)/8 (left and right faces),
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a011 = (v2 + v7 − v3 − v6)/8 + (v1 + v8 − v4 − v5)/8 (front and back faces),
a111 = (v5 + v7 − v6 − v8)/8 − (v1 + v3 − v2 − v4)/8
= (v4 + v7 − v3 − v8)/8 − (v1 + v6 − v2 − v5)/8
= (v2 + v7 − v3 − v6)/8 − (v1 + v8 − v4 − v5)/8. (30)
Similar to the 2D case, we have
SK =
(
xl
xˆj
)
3×3
=
⎛
⎜⎝
(a100 + a110xˆ2 + a101xˆ3 + a111xˆ2xˆ3)T
(a010 + a110xˆ1 + a011xˆ3 + a111xˆ1xˆ3)T
(a001 + a101xˆ1 + a011xˆ2 + a111xˆ1xˆ2)T
⎞
⎟⎠
T
. (31)
Repeating the 2D deﬁnitions (16)–(20), we let
TK =
(
xˆi
xl
)
3×3
= MK
JK
, (32)
where
JK = det SK = det
(
xl
xˆj
)
, (33)
MK = adj
(
xl
xˆj
)T
. (34)
To have shorter notations, we deﬁne, for different column vectors of SK of different orders,
s1 = a100, s4 = a110xˆ2 + a101xˆ3, s7 = a111xˆ2xˆ3,
s2 = a010, s5 = a110xˆ1 + a011xˆ3, s8 = a111xˆ1xˆ3,
s3 = a001, s6 = a101xˆ1 + a011xˆ2, s9 = a111xˆ1xˆ2.
Please note the order differences of above nine vectors. The determinant of SK is supposedly a degree 6 polynomial,
but similar to the 2D case above, it is a degree 4 polynomial instead. To be more speciﬁc, each column vector of SK
is a sum of three vectors, and the determinant of SK is a sum of 33 = 27 determinants generated by the nine vectors
of SK . Many of the 27 determinants are zero, for example, all degree 5 and degree 6 polynomial terms. We group the
non-zero (in general) determinants by their orders,
dK,0 = d123,
dK,1 = d126 + d153 + d423,
dK,2 = d129 + d183 + d723 + d156 + d426 + d453,
dK,3 = d159 + d186 + d429 + d726 + d483 + d753,
dK,4 = d459 + d486 + d756,
dK,5 = dK,6 = 0,
where
dijk = det(si sj sk), i = 1, 4, 7, j = 2, 5, 8, k = 3, 6, 9. (35)
We also let (similar to the 2D notation)
ci = dK,i
dK,0
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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Again, in the above notations, di and ci stand for the terms of different order in the determinant JK , for examples,
dK,0 = det(a100 a010 a001),
cK,1 = 1
d0
⎡
⎢⎣
⎛
⎜⎝
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
aT100
aT110
aT001
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
aT100
aT010
aT101
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
⎞
⎟⎠ xˆ1 +
⎛
⎜⎝
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
aT110
aT010
aT001
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
aT100
aT010
aT011
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
⎞
⎟⎠ xˆ2 +
⎛
⎜⎝
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
aT101
aT010
aT001
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
aT100
aT011
aT001
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
⎞
⎟⎠ xˆ3
⎤
⎥⎦ .
Next we let MK,i stand for the “sub”-matrix of MK formed by the ith order terms, i.e., we “separate” MK such that it
is equal to the sum of MK,i’s. We note that the grouping this time is not as obvious as that in separating terms in SK .
Because
MK = adj(SK)T
= adj(s1 + s4 + s7 s2 + s5 + s8 s3 + s6 + s9)T
=
⎛
⎜⎝
((s2 + s5 + s8) × (s3 + s6 + s9))T
((s3 + s6 + s9) × (s1 + s4 + s7))T
((s1 + s4 + s7) × (s2 + s5 + s8))T
⎞
⎟⎠ ,
we let
MK,0 = m123,
MK,1 = m126 + m153 + m423 − m123,
MK,2 = m456 + m129 + m183 + m723 − m123,
MK,3 = m459 + d486 + m756 − m456, (36)
where
mijk = adj(si sj sk)T, i = 1, 4, 7, j = 2, 5, 8, k = 3, 6, 9.
We note that in both 2D and 3D, MK,i are the adjoint matrix of the matrix formed by all the ith order terms in MK .
But there is a fundamental difference. For example, theMK,1 in 2D has all entries of the ﬁrst order, but it has all entries
of the second order in 3D. This is because each entry of such a 3D matrix is a determinant of a two-by-two submatrix
of the original matrix, but entries in the corresponding 2D matrix are one-by-one determinants. Please note the one
order difference in bounding ‖MK,i‖ in Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let K be a general hexahedron in 3D, F the reference mapping (deﬁned in (29)), and JˆK = J−1K . The
Taylor truncations are deﬁned as follows:
M
(m)
K =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
MK,0 if m = 1,
MK,0 + MK,1 if m = 2,
MK,0 + MK,1 + MK,2 if m = 3,
MK,0 + MK,1 + MK,2 + MK,3 if m4,
(37)
J
(m)
K =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
dK,0 if m = 1,
dK,0 + dK,1 if m = 2,
dK,0 + dK,1 + dK,2 if m = 3,
dK,0 + dK,1 + dK,2 + dK,3 if m = 4
dK,0 + dK,1 + dK,2 + dK,3 + dK,4 if m5,
(38)
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J˜
(m)
K =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
d−1K,0 if m = 1,
d−1K,0(1 − c1) if m = 2,
d−1K,0(1 − c1 + (c21 − c2)) if m = 3,
d−1K,0(1 − c1 + c21 − c2 + 2c1c2 − c31 + c3) if m = 4,∑
all Taylor terms
4∏
j=1
c
pj
j of J˜K where
4∑
j=1
jpj <m.
(39)
Lemma 3.2. Let n=3, andTk ={Ki,k}K∈T1,i=1,2,...,2n(k−1) be the kth level nested reﬁnement of an initial hexahedral
gridT1. Then
C0
2n(k−1)
dKi,k,0
C1
2n(k−1)
,
dKs,j 
C1
2n(k−1)2j (k−1)
, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
‖MKs,j‖
C1
2(n−1)(k−1)2j (k−1)
, j = 0, 1, 2, 3,
where C0 and C1 are positive constants depending onT1 only.
Proof. The proof is the same for 2D and for 3D.We only need to compute and estimate the variables under consideration
for one subhexahedron at the nested reﬁnement of a general hexahedron.We can compute the coefﬁcients of the reference
mapping for the subhexahedron similar to (28), and then the other variables. 
4. Truncations of Jacobians
We will apply the nested Qm ﬁnite element method to solving a model second order elliptic problem. We will show
the convergence of the ﬁnite-element solutions obtained by replacing rational functions in Jacobians by their Taylor
polynomials.
We consider the following second order self-adjoint elliptic problem:∑
i,j
i (ai,jj u) = f in ,
u = 0 on ,
where (ai,j ) is a symmetric matrix over , and is uniformly positive deﬁnite on the domain. We are given an initial
gridT1 = {K} on  and the nested (reﬁned) gridsTk, k = 1, 2, . . . . We assume only the ﬁrst gridT1 is regular,
i.e., in addition to (5), for any K ∈T1,⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|JF |0,∞,K := max det(JK)>C−1,
|F−1|1,∞, := max |(TK)ij |<C,
|F−1|2,∞, := max |(∇TK)ij |<C,
(40)
for some constant 0<C <∞, where (TK)ij is the (i, j) entry of matrix TK . Then the Galerkin ﬁnite-element approx-
imations are deﬁned: ﬁnd uh ∈ Vk (deﬁned in (7)), such that
a(uh,w) = (f,w) ∀w ∈ Vk , (41)
where a(uh,w) =
∫

∑
ai,jj uhiw and (·, ·) is the L2-inner product over .
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Theorem 4.1 (cf. Zhang [26]). Under assumption (40) for the initial grid, the ﬁnite-element solutions of second order
elliptic problem (41) converge at the optimal order:
‖u − uh‖0 + h|u − uh|1Chrk‖u‖r , rm + 1,
for u ∈ Hr().
Next,we replace the bilinear forms in (41) by the approximationswhere Jacobians are approximated by their truncated
Taylor expansions deﬁned in Deﬁnitions 3.1 and 3.2.
a(u,w) =
∑
K∈Tk
∫
K
(
w
x
)T
A
(
u
x
)
dx =
∑
K∈Tk
∫
Kˆ
(
wˆ
xˆ
)T
MTKAMK
(
uˆ
xˆ
)
J˜Kd xˆ,
ak(u,w) =
∑
K∈Tk
∫
Kˆ
(
wˆ
xˆ
)T
M
(m)T
K AM
(m)
K
(
uˆ
xˆ
)
J˜
(m)
K dxˆ, (42)
(f,w) =
∑
K∈Tk
∫
Kˆ
f (FK(xˆ))w(FK(xˆ))JK dxˆ,
(f,w)k =
∑
K∈Tk
∫
Kˆ
f (FK(xˆ))w(FK(xˆ))J
(m)
K dxˆ. (43)
To analyze the perturbations, our method is to relate the level k referencing mapping Fi,k to the level one F1,1 : K → Kˆ
by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1 (cf. Zhang [26]). Under the nested reﬁnement, the Q1 mappings for Ki,k (cf. (6)) on level k, Fi,k , are
uniform scalings of the restrictions of the original Q1 mapping from Kˆ to K = K1,1, F = F1,1, with shifts. That is,
F−1 ◦ Fi,k : Kˆ → Kˆ , (44)
F−1 ◦ Fi,k(xˆ1, xˆ2, xˆn) =
⎛
⎜⎝
xˆ1,i,k + 2−k+1(xˆ1 + 1)
xˆ2,i,k + 2−k+1(xˆ2 + 1)
xˆn,i,k + 2−k+1(xˆn + 1)
⎞
⎟⎠ , (45)
where (xˆ1,i,k, xˆ2,i,k, xˆn,i,k) is the ﬁrst vertex of the ith subsquare/cube on the kth level of Kˆ , for the space dimension
n = 2 or 3.
Lemma 4.2. For any polynomial degree m, on kth level, it holds that
|(f,w) − (f,w)k|C2−mk‖f ‖0‖w‖0 ∀f,w ∈ Vk .
Proof. The difference is the few dropped high-order polynomial terms in JK .
|(f,w) − (f,w)k| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
Ki,k∈Tk
∫
Kˆ
f (Fi,k(xˆ))w(Fi,k(xˆ))(JKi,k − J (m)Ki,k ) dxˆ
∣∣∣∣∣∣

⎛
⎝ max
Ki,k∈Tk
∣∣∣∣∣∣1 −
J
(m)
Ki,k
J−1Ki,k
∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Kˆ)
⎞
⎠ ‖f ‖0‖w‖0.
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In 2D, if m> 1, then the difference above is zero, i.e., JKi,k = J (m)Ki,k . When m = 1 in 2D, we have, letting Ki,k be a
subquadrilateral of K1,1 inT1, by Corollary 3.1,∣∣∣∣∣∣1 −
J
(m)
Ki,k
J−1Ki,k
∣∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣ dKi,k,1dKi,k,0 + dKi,k,1
∣∣∣∣  C1/(2n(k−1)2k−1)C0/2n(k−1) − C1/(2n(k−1)2k−1) = C2−k ,
where C > 0 depending onT1 only.
The proof is the same for the 3D case. In 3D, whenm5, the difference is zero. Form< 5, saym=3, the difference
is, by Lemma 3.2,∣∣∣∣∣∣1 −
J
(m)
Ki,k
J−1Ki,k
∣∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣ dKi,k,3 + dKi,k,4dKi,k,0 + dKi,k,1 + dKi,k,1 + dKi,k,3 + dKi,k,4
∣∣∣∣
 C1/2
3(k−1) + C1/24(k−1)
C0 − C1/2k−1 − C1/22(k−1) − C1/23(k−1) − C1/24(k−1)
=C2−3k ,
where C > 0 depending onT1 only. 
Lemma 4.3. For any polynomial degree m, on kth level, it holds that
|a(u,w) − ak(u,w)|C2−mk‖u‖1‖w‖1 ∀u,w ∈ Vk .
Proof. For any u,w ∈ Vk ,
a(u,w) − ak(u,w) =
∑
K∈Tk
∫
Kˆ
[(
wˆ
xˆ
)T
T TKAT K
(
uˆ
xˆ
)(
1 − J˜
(m)
K
J˜K
)
+
(
wˆ
xˆ
)T
T TK(A − (J˜KM(m)K SK)TA(J˜KM(m)K SK))TK
(
uˆ
xˆ
)
J˜
(m)
K
J˜K
]
J˜K dxˆ. (46)
The ﬁrst term is the perturbation of the Jacobian determinant.
∑
K∈Tk
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Kˆ
(
wˆ
xˆ
)T
T TKAT K
(
uˆ
xˆ
)
(J˜K − J˜ (m)K ) dxˆ
∣∣∣∣∣  maxK∈Tk ‖1 − JKJ˜ (m)K ‖L∞(Kˆ)‖u‖V ‖w‖V
 max
K∈Tk
‖1 − JKJ˜ (m)K ‖L∞(Kˆ)C‖w‖1‖u‖1. (47)
Here ‖u‖V = √a(u, u) is the energy norm. We estimate the perturbation above as we did in Lemma 4.2. For example,
when n = 3 and m = 2, we have, by Lemma 3.2,
|1 − JKJ˜ (m)K | = |1 − (1 + c1 + c2 + c3 + c4)(1 − c1 + c21 − c2)|
= | − c31 + 2c1c2 − c3 + (fourth order terms)|
C2−3k .
In the second term, the part of perturbation in J˜K is treated as in the ﬁrst term. For example, whenm=2 in 3D again,
we have
max
K∈Tk
∥∥∥∥∥ J˜
(m)
K
J˜K
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Kˆ)
= max
K∈Tk
‖JKJ˜ (m)K ‖L∞(Kˆ)
= |1 + c31 − 2c1c2 + c3 + (fourth order terms)|C(1 + 2−mk), (48)
where C depends onT1 only.
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The perturbation to the symmetric matrix in the second integral of (46) is estimated next. Let ‖M‖
L∞(Kˆ) also stand
for the maximal value of l∞-matrix norm of matrix M on Kˆ .
‖A − (J˜KM(m)K SK)TA(J˜KM(m)K SK)‖L∞(Kˆ)
= ‖(J˜KMSK)TA + A(J˜KMSK) + (J˜KMSK)TA(J˜KMSK)‖L∞(Kˆ)
‖A‖
L∞(Kˆ)(2‖J˜KMSK‖L∞(Kˆ) + ‖J˜KMSK‖2L∞(Kˆ)). (49)
Here M is the matrix made by the dropped higher order terms of MK . For example, when m = 2 and n = 2, M = 0.
But when m = 1 and n = 2, cf. (19) and (21),
M = MK,1 =
(
a
(2)
11,K xˆ1 −a(1)11,K xˆ1
−a(2)11,K xˆ2 a(1)11,K xˆ2
)
= 1
4k−1
(
a
(2)
11,K1 xˆ1 −a
(1)
11,K1 xˆ1
−a(2)11,K1 xˆ2 a
(1)
11,K1 xˆ2
)
= 1
2(n−1)(k−1)2m(k−1)
MK1,1, (50)
where we suppose K is a kth level reﬁnement of a quadrilateral K1 ofT1. Let us check another case, when m= 2 and
n = 3. In this case, by Lemma 3.2,
‖M‖ = ‖MK,2 + MK,3‖ C12(n−1)(k−1)2m(k−1) . (51)
Next, for the matrix SK in (49), if n = 2, the entries of SK are rearranged from those of MK with two sign changes.
In both 2D and 3D, by (13) and (31), it is easy to check that, as we did in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2,
‖SK‖ C12k−1 . (52)
Finally, for the Jacobian determinant J˜K in (49), either by checking area (2D) or volume (3D), or by comparing it
with dK,i , we get
‖J˜K‖L∞(Kˆ)C12nk , (53)
whereC1 depends only on level one element, fromwhichK is reﬁned. Combining (48)–(53), we get the needed estimate
for the second term in (46),∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
K∈Tk
∫
Kˆ
(
wˆ
xˆ
)T
T TK(A − (J˜KM(m)K SK)TA(J˜KM(m)K SK))TK
(
uˆ
xˆ
)
J˜
(m)
K dxˆ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
C
(
1 + 1
2mk
)
(C12nk)
C1
2(n−1)(k−1)2m(k−1)
(
C1
2k−1
)
‖w‖1‖u‖1
= C2−mk‖w‖1‖u‖1. (54)
As we have shown the bound for both terms in (46), the lemma is proven. 
Corollary 4.1. For grid level k high enough, k > k0, ak(·, ·) is V-elliptic, i.e.,
ak(u, u)a(u, u) ∀u ∈ Vk , (55)
where > 0 is independent of k, but k0. k0 depends on the initial gridT1 only.
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3, we get
ak(u, u)
C
1 + 2−mk
∑
K∈Tk
C‖I − J˜KMSK‖L∞
∫
Kˆ
(
uˆ
xˆ
)T
T TKAT K
(
uˆ
xˆ
)
JK dxˆ
C 1 − C2
−mk
1 + 2−mk a(u, u) = a(u, u). 
Corollary 4.1 ensures the existence and uniqueness of ﬁnite-element solutions for the perturbed problems: ﬁnd
uk ∈ Vk such that
ak(uk, w) = (f,w)k ∀w ∈ Vk . (56)
It is standard now to show that the convergence order for uk would be optimal, i.e., the same as that for the regular
ﬁnite-element solutions uh deﬁned in (41).
Theorem 4.2. The ﬁnite-element solutions of (56), i.e., the bilinear forms of (41) are approximated by truncated Taylor
expansions deﬁned in Deﬁnitions 3.1 and 3.2, converge at the optimal order:
‖u − uk‖V Chrk‖u‖r ,
if u ∈ Hr() for rm.
Proof. The proof is standard by the ﬁrst Strang lemma (cf. Theorem 4.1.1 in [7]):
‖u − uk‖V C inf
zk∈Vk
{
‖u − zk‖V + sup
wk∈Vk
|a(zk, wk) − ak(zk, wk)|
‖wk‖V
}
+ C sup
wk∈Vk
|(f,wk) − (f,wk)k|
‖wk‖V .
By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, the theorem is proved. 
5. Numerical tests
In this section, we will show two numerical tests, a 2D one and a 3D one. In both cases, we solve a Poisson equation
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition:
−u = f in ,
u = 0 on . (57)
Here we select a domain ﬁrst, then pick up an exact solution u to generate the right-hand side function f.
The 2D domain is a quadrilateral (shown in Figs. 1 and in 4) with vertices
(0, 0), (0.8, 0), (0.96, 0.6), (0, 0.8).
The exact solution in 2D is
u(x, y) = −100x
(
y − 0.6 x − 0.8
0.96 − 0.8
)
y
(
x − 0.96 y − 0.8
0.6 − 0.8
)
which would deﬁne the right-hand side function f (x, y). The solution is plotted in Fig. 4.
The 3D domain of our numerical test is a generalized hexahedron with non-ﬂat top surface (shown in Fig. 1). The
eight vertices of the domain is
(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0),
(0, 0, 1.25), (1, 0, 0.75), (1, 1, 1), (0, 1, 1).
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Fig. 4. The exact solution in the 2D numerical test.
Table 1
Nodal errors and rates for bilinear (n = 2 and m = 1) elements
Level M(1)K and J˜
(1)
K M
(2)
K and J˜
(2)
K M
(3)
K and J˜
(3)
K M
(4)
K and J˜
(4)
K 2 × 2 points
k |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r
2 1.2293 – 1.3962 – 1.2875 – 1.2896 – 1.2891 –
3 0.6255 0.97 0.6466 1.11 0.6312 1.03 0.6313 1.03 0.6313 1.03
4 0.1452 2.11 0.1504 2.10 0.1457 2.11 0.1457 2.11 0.1457 2.11
5 0.0365 1.99 0.0378 1.99 0.0367 1.99 0.0367 1.99 0.0367 1.99
6 0.0091 2.01 0.0094 2.01 0.0091 2.01 0.0091 2.01 0.0091 2.01
7 0.0022 2.00 0.0023 2.00 0.0022 2.00 0.0022 2.00 0.0022 2.00
The exact solution in the 3D numerical test is
u(x, y, z) = 212x(1 − x)y(1 − y)z(1.25 − z − 0.5x − 0.25y + 0.5xy)
which would again deﬁne the right-hand side function f (x, y).
We use different orders of Taylor truncations and list the maximal nodal errors (most cases) for our numerical tests.
We also list the order r of convergence,
‖ek‖l∞ = O(hrk) where ek = u − uk ,
for each degreem of ﬁnite elements. In the last two columns in each table, we list the data for applyingGauss quadratures
directly to rational functions, as it was commonly done by engineers.
In Table 1, we list the data for bilinear elements, where we used various order of Taylor truncations. The convergence
orders verify the theory, i.e., it is enough using MK,0 and dK,0 (see Deﬁnition 3.1) to achieve the optimal convergence
rate for the bilinear elements. In fact, the theory and numerical tests for this case, m= 1, were already shown in [3,26].
In Table 2, we list the nodal errors and convergence rates for biquadratic ﬁnite elements. We ﬁrst remark that even
the meshes are non-uniform, but it seems we still have a superconvergence rate for the biquadratic ﬁnite element, i.e.,
the rates for last three cases are of order 4 instead of order 3. The meshes in this case do become more regular as the
higher level quadrilaterals tend to parallelograms. When we intentionally use one lower order Taylor truncations here,
we lose an order of convergence. This can be seen in the third and the ﬁfth columns of Table 2. In fact, comparing the
results in Table 1, the biquadratic elements would perform even worse in these two cases. However, our theory says that
when using the second order truncation, we would get the second order of convergence in the H 1-norm. In general, the
nodal error would be of one order higher, the third order in this case, than that for the derivatives. But we only achieve
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Table 2
Nodal errors and rates for biquadratic (n = 2 and m = 2) elements
k M(1)K and J˜
(1)
K M
(2)
K and J˜
(2)
K M
(3)
K and J˜
(3)
K M
(4)
K and J˜
(4)
K 3 × 3 points
|ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r
2 1.3600 – 0.11947 2.96 0.08173528 2.64 0.07798778 2.73 0.07855869 2.70
3 0.5464 1.32 0.02616 2.19 0.00463197 4.14 0.00439083 4.15 0.00442601 4.15
4 0.1642 1.73 0.00645 2.02 0.00047362 3.29 0.00046621 3.24 0.00046629 3.25
5 0.0446 1.88 0.00160 2.01 0.00004062 3.54 0.00004035 3.53 0.00004036 3.53
6 0.0116 1.94 0.00039 2.01 0.00000294 3.78 0.00000294 3.78 0.00000294 3.78
7 0.0029 1.97 0.00009 2.00 0.00000020 3.85 0.00000020 3.85 0.00000020 3.85
Table 3
Nodal errors and rates for bicubic (n = 2 and m = 3) elements
k M(1)K and J˜
(1)
K M
(2)
K and J˜
(2)
K M
(3)
K and J˜
(3)
K M
(4)
K and J˜
(4)
K 4 × 4 points
|ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r
2 1.643 – 0.11458 2.33 0.00689083 3.49 0.005488961 3.84 0.005009703 3.78
3 0.541 1.60 0.02605 2.14 0.00053945 3.68 0.000403467 3.77 0.000373403 3.75
4 0.152 1.82 0.00642 2.02 0.00004006 3.75 0.000026449 3.93 0.000024410 3.94
5 0.041 1.88 0.00160 2.00 0.00000269 3.89 0.000001650 4.00 0.000001517 4.01
6 0.010 1.93 0.00039 2.00 0.00000017 3.95 0.000000102 4.01 0.000000094 4.00
7 0.002 1.96 0.00009 2.00 0.00000001 3.98 0.000000006 3.91 0.000000006 3.90
Table 4
Nodal errors and rates for trilinear (n = 3 and m = 1) elements
k M(1)K and J˜
(1)
K M
(2)
K and J˜
(2)
K M
(3)
K and J˜
(3)
K M
(4)
K and J˜
(4)
K 2 × 2 × 2 points
|ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r
2 0.48196 – 0.79739 – 0.64241 – 0.67511 – 0.666554 –
3 0.52199 0.12 0.54807 0.54 0.52497 0.29 0.52539 0.36 0.525240 0.34
4 0.12674 2.04 0.13560 2.01 0.12861 2.03 0.12865 2.03 0.128638 2.03
5 0.03199 1.99 0.03419 1.99 0.03239 1.99 0.03239 1.99 0.032395 1.99
6 0.00802 2.00 0.00854 2.00 0.00811 2.00 0.00811 2.00 0.008111 2.00
order 2 convergence rate here. Though there is no contradiction to our theory, we could not explain this phenomenon
yet. However, when we check the H 1-rate, see Table 6 below, we do get the right order of convergence, as predicted
by our theory.
Table 3 is similar to Table 2, where we used bicubic ﬁnite elements. The data verify closely the theory.
The numerical data are listed in Table 4 for trilinear elements. The convergence rates are as expected.
The nodal errors and the convergence rates of nodal errors of the triquadratic elements are listed in Table 5. Similar
to the case of biquadratic elements, all rates are as expected except the rate for the second order Taylor truncationsM(2)K
and J˜ (2)K , i.e., we expect to see 3 in the ﬁfth column of Table 5 instead of 2. To make sure that Theorem 4.2 matches
numerical test results, we list again the errors and the convergence orders for the triquadratic element in semi-H 1
norm in Table 6. The ﬁrst two columns for r do verify exactly Theorem 4.2. However, the next two rates are one order
too high, higher than we expected. There might be a superconvergence here too. Or these might be caused by the
numerical quadrature rules in use for evaluating the semi-H 1 norms of the differences between the exact solution and
the numerical solutions of piecewise rational functions.
In Table 7, we listed the errors and the convergence order in semi-H 1 norm, which is the energy norm in this case, for
the 3D cubic elements. The order of convergence in each case matches perfectly the theory provided in Theorem 4.2,
i.e., we need the order 3 Taylor truncations for the Jacobian matrix and Jacobian.
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Table 5
Nodal errors and rates for triquadratic (n = 3 and m = 2) elements
k M(1)K and J˜
(1)
K M
(2)
K and J˜
(2)
K M
(3)
K and J˜
(3)
K M
(4)
K and J˜
(4)
K 3 × 3 × 3 points
|ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r
2 2.026 – 0.621 0.96 0.30523 1.52 0.30385 1.52 0.300794 1.33
3 0.977 1.05 0.075 3.04 0.02859 3.42 0.02799 3.44 0.027854 3.43
4 0.334 1.55 0.016 2.18 0.00226 3.66 0.00219 3.67 0.002190 3.67
5 0.092 1.85 0.004 1.89 0.00015 3.88 0.00014 3.88 0.000149 3.88
6 0.024 1.93 0.001 1.99 0.00001 3.52 0.00001 3.49 0.000013 3.47
Table 6
Semi-H 1 errors and rates for triquadratic (n = 3 and m = 2) elements
k M(1)K and J˜
(1)
K M
(2)
K and J˜
(2)
K M
(3)
K and J˜
(3)
K M
(4)
K and J˜
(4)
K
|ek |H 1 r |ek |H 1 r |ek |H 1 r |ek |H 1 r
2 3.44071 – 1.12062 0.95 0.81538 0.94 0.80266 0.96
3 2.25060 0.61 0.22459 2.32 0.12545 2.70 0.12281 2.71
4 1.21860 0.89 0.04735 2.25 0.01649 2.93 0.01613 2.93
5 0.62214 0.97 0.01113 2.09 0.00209 2.98 0.00204 2.98
7 0.31272 0.99 0.00273 2.02 0.00026 2.99 0.00025 2.99
Table 7
Semi-H 1 errors and rates for tricubic (n = 3 and m = 3) elements
k M(1)K and J˜
(1)
K M
(2)
K and J˜
(2)
K M
(3)
K and J˜
(3)
K M
(4)
K and J˜
(4)
K
|ek |H 1 r |ek |H 1 r |ek |H 1 r |ek |H 1 r
2 4.40992 0.49 0.927979 1.29 0.0855865 2.26 0.0287500 2.79
3 2.36533 0.90 0.270747 1.78 0.0140203 2.61 0.0027428 3.39
4 1.21954 0.96 0.072885 1.89 0.0019192 2.87 0.0003106 3.14
5 0.61841 0.98 0.018940 1.94 0.0002471 2.96 0.0000377 3.04
6 0.31127 0.99 0.004829 1.97 0.0000312 2.98 0.0000047 3.00
Table 8
Nodal errors and rates for bilinear elements with reference element [0, 1]2
k M(1)K and J˜
(1)
K M
(2)
K and J˜
(2)
K M
(3)
K and J˜
(3)
K M
(4)
K and J˜
(4)
K
|ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r |ek |l∞ r
2 1.679575 – 1.393823 – 1.291571 – 1.289662 –
3 0.792917 1.08 0.647108 1.11 0.631557 1.03 0.631345 1.03
4 0.257819 1.62 0.150701 2.10 0.145808 2.11 0.145769 2.11
5 0.098093 1.39 0.037882 1.99 0.036741 1.99 0.036736 1.99
6 0.042202 1.22 0.009436 2.01 0.009147 2.01 0.009146 2.01
7 0.019559 1.11 0.002362 2.00 0.002287 2.00 0.002287 2.00
Finally, we would like to remark that we must use the reference elements [−1, 1]n, but not [0, 1]n. When we use the
latter reference elements, a straightforward Taylor expansion would lose one order, compared to that from the ﬁrst case.
The difference is that in the ﬁrst case, the Taylor expansions are done at the barycentric-center of each element, while
at one corner point of each element for the second case. To show this phenomenon, we list in Table 8 the nodal errors
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and the rates for bilinear elements when using the reference element [0, 1]2. We can see the ﬁrst rate of convergence
this time is one order lower than that listed in Table 1.
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